CHEAP CHARLIE

CHEAP CHARLIE

BROWN COLT; Foaled April 1, 2010; Brand OH222

Consigned by Flacco Family Farms, LLC, Alexis, IL

Band’s Gold Chip 3, 1:53.4 .................. Pine Chip 4, T1:51
CHEAP CHARLIE

Royal Band 3, 1:56.4 .......................... Chief Litigator 1:56.3

Chally Car 3, 2:01.3 .......................... Dash Car

Dash Car........................................ Dukeholmie Glory

By BAND’S GOLD CHIP 2, 2:00.3; 3, 1:53.4 ($241,649) by Pine Chip 4, T1:51. Sire of SPREAD THE CHIPS (M) 3, 1:55.2, M L BROWN SUGAR 4, 1:56.4f, HALLS OF GOLD 3, 1:57.2, SPECIALITY TRAINING 2, 1:57.4, BAND STAR 2, 1:58.1, FRAHER HILL GOLD 4, 1:58.2, QUIK CHIPS 1:58.4h, etc. 2011 two-year-olds include COMMANDER DAN 2, 2:04.3, MUCHO BUENO 2, 2:08.1h, MAGICAL BAND 2, 2:18.3h, ANTS INNER PANTS 2, 2:18.1h, etc.

1st Dam

CHALLY CAR 2, 2:04.2; 3, 2:01.3 ($100,831) by Chief Litigator 1:56.3. 5 wins. At 2, winner Merite S. and Quebec Distinction S.; second in 2 Quebec Dist. and Quebec Elite S., all at Hippodrome de Montreal. At 2, race timed 2:03. At 3, winner CCQ Dist. S. at Hippodrome de Quebec and Hippodrome de Montreal; second at Hippodrome Trois Rivieres and in Quebec Elite S. at Hippodrome de Montreal; third in 2 Quebec Elite S. and Quebec Elevenses S. at Hippodrome de Montreal. At 3, race timed 1:58.3. Dam of 2 of racing age, this her first by Band’s Gold Chip.

2nd Dam

DASHA CAR by Finian Lobell 2:04f. Dam of 5 of racing age including a 2-year-old. Dam of:

DASH CAR 2:00.2; 1:57f (m, Ambruso Nash) ($130,744). 37 wins. Racing and a multiple winner in ’11.

ADONIS LA 2, 2:04.3; 3, 2:00 (h, Cherry Hills) ($22,174). 4 wins. At 2, winner Quebec Dist. S.; second in 3 Quebec Dist. S., all at Hippodrome de Montreal. At 2, race timed 2:02.1. At 3, winner 2 Merite S.; second in 2 Merite S. at Hippodrome de Montreal.

CHALLY CAR 2, 2:04.2; 3, 2:01.3 (m, Chief Litigator) ($100,831). 5 wins. As above.

Cavallo Nas Car 3, 2:02.4f; 4, 2:01.3f (g, Cherry Hills) ($19,174). 3 wins.

3rd Dam

Dukeholmie Glory by Dream Of Glory 3, 1:57.2. Dam of 12 living foals. 8 winners, including:

UHADADREAM 2, 1:57.4; 3, 1:53.2 (g, Chief Litigator) ($644,852). 28 wins. World Champion. At 2, 13 (11-2-0); seasonal earnings of $229,950; seven 2:00 victories at 2; voted Canadian Trotting Colt of the Year; winner leg and $100,000 Final of Coupe de l’Avenir Series, elim. and Final Serie Quebec Plus, 6 Quebec Elite S. and Quebec Distinction S.; second in $106,800 Canadian Breeders Championship and leg Coupe de l’Avenir. At 3, 22 (13-4-1); seasonal earnings of $380,372; equaled world record for 3YO geldings winning Hambletonian S. Elim., elim. and $110,000 Final Quebec Plus S., 5 Quebec Elite S., 2 legs Coupe des Elevenses Series, Matron S. elim., Canadian Breeders Championship elim. and a Preferred; second in $213,600 Matron S., $117,790 Simcoe S., Quebec Elite S. and an Open at The Meadowlands (by a neck).

DUO VAL CAR 2, 2:01.1f; 4, 2:01.56 (g, Garland Lobell) ($207,145). 13 wins. World Champion. At 2, 18 (6-7-5); seasonal earnings of $90,379; winner Robert Stewart Memorial (elim.) and leg Coupe des Elevenses Series; second in $60,000 Final of Robert Stewart Memorial and 5 Quebec Circuit S.; third in leg and $74,887 Final of Coupe des Elevenses Series and elim. and $63,123 Final Canadian Breeders Championship; race timed 2:00f. At 3, winner Quebec Circuit S.; second in Quebec Circuit S.; third in 2 legs and $85,537 Final of Coupe des Elevenses Series and 3 Quebec Circuit S.; race timed 1:58.2f. At 4, Open winner at Hoosier Park; second in 2 Opens at The Red Mile and at Hoosier Park; third in an Invitational at Hoosier Park. At 5, winner leg Hoosier Park Series and an Open; second in leg Classic Oaks Series and 2 Opens; third in leg of Hoosier Park Series, all at Hoosier Park. Dam of PINETUCKY 1:53.2 ($192,560), TWOCARLANE 1:55.4f ($145,072), VAL VEC 1:53.3 ($398,429), VALOTTA 2, 2:03.1h ($45,601), etc.

DU VALLON CAR 2, 2:00.3f; 1:57.2s (g, Garland Lobell) ($173,682). 34 wins. At 2, winner 3 Quebec Elite S. At 3, race timed 1:59.2f. At 4, 6 (13-5-8); Preferred winner at The Meadows; third in 2.5F.

DUVALIER 3, 2:05.3h; 4, 1:59f; 1:58.1f (g, Garland Lobell) ($162,174). 31 wins. At 3, race timed 2:02.2f. At 4, 29 (17-8-2); leading dash-winning older trotter.

EL DOLLY 2, 2:05c; 3, 2:01.3s (m, Conway Hall). At 3, race timed 1:58.1.

DHALIA 2, 2:05c; 3, 2:06 (m, Chief Litigator) ($53,429). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner 2 Quebec Distinction S.; second in 3 Quebec Distinction S.; third in Quebec Elite S. At 3, winner Quebec Distinction S.

DIAS CAR 2, 2:09h; 3, 2:04.3f (m, Finian Lobell) ($54,275). 1 win. At 2, winner leg Coupe des Elevenses; second in Final Coupe des Elevenses, leg Perfecta Series and Quebec Sires S.; third in leg Perfecta Series, leg of Coupe des Elevenses and 2 Quebec Sires S., etc.; race timed 2:02.4f. Dam of AGATOR CAR 1:54.3 ($465,887), PLANA CAR 2:01.3-‘11.

ENGAGEMENTS

IL Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic - Super Sale